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The ALPETI effect is a ner alpha-particle-induced soft error caused by alpha
Particle source-drain penetration. It is investigated using a 3-D device
sirulator (CADDETH) and a ner experirental rethod. f,hen an alpha particle penetrates between H0SFET's source and drain nodes, the channel turns or, if
channel length is sufficiently srall. This is because "funneling" fielrls
extend fror both source and drain edges. In consequence, this causes a punchthrough-like channel current. Experirental results deronstrate that this ALPEI{
effect indeed occurs, and that it causes a new soft error: "0"-->"1". This ner
soft-error phenolenon will put seyere constrains on the design of Asic, Logic,
and static rerories as well as dynaric rerories in the subricron region.

1. IUIBODUCIruX
Alpha-particle-induced soft errors in VLSI
rerories rust inevitably be a key factor in

detenining lerory cel l structure as device
geoletries becore finer and po"er supply
voltage is reduced to around 3V[1]. To date,
intensive efforts have shown that the funnelingt effect, as well as diffusion, plays a
significant role in the carrier collection
l2l. It has also been reported that an alpha
particle causes charge transfer betreen adjacent trench cel ls [3] because of funnel ing
f ie ld f onation.
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This paper discusses alpha-particle-induced
source-drain penetration effects (ALpEl{ effects) using a 3-D sirulation and experirents. The effective channel length in tOS
devices is the shortest distance between
diffusion layers in VLSIs. This is liable to
induce charte transfer due to "channels"
forled by funneling. It is found that a three
phase physical rodel can explain this charge
transfer behavior. Furtherrore, experirental
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results support sirulation results deronstrating special features of this effect.
Charge transfer behavior betreen source

Fig. 1. Contour plot of potential
distribution at (a) 0. 1 ps, (b) 1 ps
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drain for less than 0.4 pr devices irplies
that the AtPEll effect rill becore a significant factor in detening l iritations of I0S
FET
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2.t Potential loverent
Plots of the channel potential distributions at b.1 ps and 1 ps after alpha particles penetrate betreen source and drain

are
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FiS. 2. Potentials along the

at various tire

channel
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channel potential along the track as
Fic. I (a).
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The potential barrier along the channel at
various tires after alpha-particle incidence
is shorn in Fig. 2. f,ote that the ALPET effeet destroys the initial potential barrier,
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causing a punchthrough-like channel current.
2.2 Carrier Behavior
Electron charge variation and the current
at each electrode are shorn in Fie. 3. The
current is corposed by electron, hole and
displdeerent. Based on these figures, ALPEI{
effects can be divided into three phases as a
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function of tire.
FUttELItIc PIISE: Unti I 1 ps after incidence, since the barrier vanishes corpletely,
the channel is oo, despite the lor gate bias.
Ilrain collects electron charge but source
loses charge. This is the "funneIing current" caused by ALPEI effect. The relationship betreen funnelins current, If, and Vds

is shorn in FiC. 4. Frot this figure,
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in Fig. l(a)-(b). The ineident
angle is 0 =4o. A funnel ing field extends
f ror both source and drain s ides, rlisshorn in
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Fig. 3. Collected
versus

tire

charge and current
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folloring relation:
Ir* exp ( a.Vds )
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is derived. This relation indicates the
funneling current can be regarded as punchthroush like[4].
BIP0LAB PHASE: During 1-10ps, the potential barrier be8ins to recover, but the
current continues to flor. That is, electrons
transit over the barrier. $inee this
rechanisr is the sale as I0SFET behavior in
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subthreshold, it
phase

is

expressed

as

bipolar

[5].

DIFFUSI0t PHASE: In this phase, different
fror the other tro phases, each node collects

electron charge. Since there

field

is no electric

ing)

except depletion layers,
the diffusion rechanisr dorinates this phase.
The source-collected charge through three
phages, Qs, is expressed as:
Qs = -Qfuoneling-Qbipolar*Qdiffusion --- Q)
If Qs is negative, source node loses electrons consequently. For such a single node
(funnel
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Fig. 5. Experirental apparatus

and

pulse tiring
can be observed. An alpha source, 241Al., is
used for corpulsory exposure.

a3:

= Qd.ira(delletion layer + funneling
region) *Qdiffusion
--- (3)
0n the other hand, rhen Leff is enough snall
(-funneling length), drain collected charge
through three phases, 0d, right be expressed
QT

In this experirent, if the target

node

loses electron charge, node voltage should
rise. If it collects electron charge, node
v0ltage should drop, resultins in the conventional soft error.
In Fie. 6(a), the level of the target node
has risen bv 8 rV corpared rith the norral
level rhich is shorn in Fig. 6(b). This reans

as:

= Qd.ira, (denletion layer+funnel ing
length at channel)
*Qd.
itt2(funnel ing current)

*Qdiffusion

--- (4)
where QO.iftZ is the funneling current fror
source to drain. This equation suggests that

the target

node loses about 0.8

fc of

the

electron chargb. In the corpulsory exposure,
low incident angles ( for ex.
be realized. If the low incident angle ras
realized in experirents, lore electrons rould
have been lost. Conversely, in the case of
electron collection the level drops as shorn

the ALPEII ef f ect also increase the total
col lected charge in conventional soft error
rechan i sr.
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as a DBAil cell, the total collected charge,
0T, is expressed by the diffusion rodel [2]
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in Fig.

is shown in Fig. 5. By
carefully tiring gate pulses of a precharge
HOS Tr. and a sritching tOS Tr., the voltage
variation at target node in floating state
Experirental setup
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Qs ( in eq. (n ) vs. alpha
particle energy(E) relationship rith incident
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Fig. 6. Typical voltage wavefons: (a)
(b) nomal, (c) conventional rechanisr
4l

ALPEII

effect,

antle ( 0 ) as a parareter. The device used has
Leff=0.8pr and f,eff=l.0Fr. It can be seen
that a bell shaped relation betreen Qs and E
is satisfied and that Os-peak occurs at A =4o
and under E =2feV. This sirulation result
deronstrates that the condition of 0 =4o, and
E =ZIeV provides the rost nurber of electronhole pairs near the channel region according
to the Bragg curve. In this case, alpha particle penetrates source node, the channel and
drain node diagonally, rith losing the ener-

gy, then stops in the substrate near

the
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Fie. 7. Effect of incident

angle

versus alpha-particle energy
w=1.Opm

5- DEPEIDIU0E 0U Leff AID es
Fig. 8 shors Qs as a function of effective
channel length (Leff) under various bias
conditions. The floating bias condition leans
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The nerly discovered phenolenon, alpha
particle induced soft error (ALPEil effect)
has been exarined using 3-D sirulation and
verified by experirents. fhen an alpha particle penetrates betreen H0SFET's source and
drain nodes, funneling fields cause the channel to turn on and cause the current. It is
found that the funneling current due to alpha
partiele has a strong relation to the punch-
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devi ce.

that a given electrode (source node) is connected to capacitance Cs, not to a fixed
voltage, that is, corresponding to a switchins I0S device in dynaric relory. The fixed
bias condition(Cs= oo 1 corresponds to logic
circuit. It should be note that 0s is strongly dependent on Leff. As Leff becores sral ler
than 0.4 trl, Qs increases abruptly. Also it
is found that Qs decrease nith Cs. then Cs is
slaller, losing electrons causes larger voltate variation at source. That leads to a
larter reduced bias between source and drain,
so 0s decreases. Particulary, in the case of
fixed bias condition, the funneling current
due to ALPEI{ effect rill be tore stringent in
the region
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Effect of channel length at
bias conditions

current, therefore depends on Leff.
ALPEI{ effect rill irpose design and teehnoloty restrictions on future short channel
through

devi ce.
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